HOLIDAY

survival guide

T I P S T O S TAY S A F E & G L U T E N F R E E
T H RO U G H O U T T H E H O L I DAYS :

A slice of

gluten free goodness.
We love creating delicious, versatile and totally gluten free oat-based
products almost as much as we enjoy eating them. For us, following a
restricted diet shouldn’t be all about what it excludes. This irresistible
pumpkin pie recipe is a good example – just grab a pack of
our Oat Cookies and try for yourself!

baked in scotland

Pumpkin Pie

Method:
Place the pumpkin in a large saucepan, cover with
water and bring to the boil. Cover and simmer for
15 mins or until tender then drain and leave to cool.

Ingredients:
Base:
• 8 Nairn’s Oat Cookies (crushed) We suggest Stem
Ginger, but any of our delicious flavours will work
• 2 tbsp thick plain yogurt
• 2 tsp brown sugar
Filling:
• 1lb 10oz fresh pumpkin (peeled,
deseeded and cut into chunks)
• 1 1/3 cups powdered sugar
• 1/2 tsp salt
• 1/2 tsp fresh nutmeg
• 1 tsp cinnamon
• 2 eggs beaten
• 1 3/4 tbsp butter (melted)
• 3/4 cup milk
• 1 tbsp powdered sugar

Gluten free

Heat oven to 350°F.
Mix the base ingredients together, press into a pie
tin and place in the oven for 5 mins. Increase oven
temperature to 425°F.
Push the cooled pumpkin through a sieve into a
large bowl.
In a separate bowl, combine the sugar, salt,
nutmeg and half the cinnamon. Mix in the beaten
eggs, melted butter and milk, then add to the
pumpkin puree and stir to combine. Pour into
the pie shell and cook for 10 mins, then reduce
temperature to 350°F. Continue to bake for
35-40 mins, until the filling has set.
Leave to cool, then remove the pie from the tin.
Mix the remaining cinnamon with the icing sugar
and dust over the pie. Serve chilled.
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EDITORIAL

Let the DIVERSITY
of CELEBRATIONS SHINE!

It’s that time of year again! The cities and towns are filled
with holiday lights and beautiful festive decorations,
Christmas trees are being put up, menorahs will soon
be lit, and everyone is shopping for presents bundled
up with a peppermint mocha in hand. For many different
religious and cultural traditions, whether you are preparing
for Christmas, Hanukkah, Diwali or fasting for Ramadan,
December is a celebratory and reflective time gathered
with relatives, enjoying great food and gearing up for an
impending New Year. It truly is the most wonderful time of
year to let the diversity of celebrations shine!
For people living with celiac disease or other gluten-related disorders, they approach this season with some in
trepidation. All the gatherings, events and holiday parties
where people come together to enjoy large quantities of
gluten-containing food can bring upon anxiety and fear for
those with strict dietary restrictions.
In addition to worrying about whether you can eat your
grandma’s casserole and checking every single food label
for gluten, this year we have the added stress of the pandemic. There’s no doubt that this holiday season will look
a little (or a lot) different than what we’re used to. Many
of the good-spirited celebrations in your town or city may
be cancelled, your beloved family members may not be

able to make it home this year or perhaps you are getting
together with just your ‘bubble’. However, despite all of the
uncertainty we must remain positive and forward-looking.
One upside of celebrating the holidays this year during a
pandemic is that with so many events cancelled, you’ll be
able to slow down and really appreciate time spent with
those around you.
Of course, we want to ensure everyone is safe this holiday
season and encourage you all to follow precautions so
you and your family can remain safe and healthy. Let’s all
stay vigilant and follow the province’s public health orders.
To help you prepare and plan, the CCA has created this
Holiday Survival Guide as a gift to you this season. Inside
you will find lots of tips and tricks for your socially distanced get-togethers, delicious gluten-free (GF) kid-friendly cookie recipes, wellness strategies, help with those
less fortunate and so much more to help you confidently
navigate this holiday season.
On behalf of the CCA Board of Directors and staff team,
we wish you all a wonderful holiday season.
Janet Bolton
CCA President
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Tips for a gluten-free
(physically distanced)
holiday season

1. Be prepared & plan ahead. Take some time out of your
busy schedule to plan ahead as best you can. Plan some
time to bake the holiday cookies for the kids, cook a GF
dish and pack extra GF snacks to help reduce a fair share
of stress.
2. Communication is key! Being able to communicate effectively with your host - even if it’s just your sister, brother
or one ‘bubble’ friend to make them aware of your dietary
restrictions is important to ensure you and your family remain safe and healthy over the holidays.
3. Be prepared to say no. Be prepared to politely decline any gluten-containing dishes that are offered at
the holiday gathering. Many people don’t know that the
smallest amount of gluten can (quite literally) damage

someone with celiac disease. People may take offense
when you decline but you and your family’s health are
top priority.
4. Remember that people are most likely uneducated,
and not ill-intentioned. People who don’t have celiac
disease are more than likely uneducated or don’t know
enough about the disease to prevent gluten from sneaking in the holiday dishes. Use this as a time to educate
others about celiac disease.
5. Smile & stay positive! Remember that this is a season
of great joy and cheer. It’s a time for family, laughter, and
happiness. Appreciate the time spent surrounded with
your loved ones. We all need the holiday spirit more than
ever this year.
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Ten ways you can avoid
cross-contamination

1. Avoid eating turkey that has gluten-containing stuffing inside. Stuffing the turkey with gluten-containing bread
will more than likely contaminate the turkey itself making it
unsafe to consume for people with celiac disease or other
gluten disorders. Instead, make GF stuffing in a separate casserole dish to ensure no cross-contamination occurs.
2. Prepare gravy with GF gravy mix. Regular turkey/chicken
gravy mix often contains wheat. When looking for a gravy mix,
look for one that has a GF claim.
3. Have a separate butter dish for GF foods only. When the
butter dish is passed around the table, the crumbs from gluten-containing bread can easily contaminate the butter.
4. Differentiate the GF dishes by using different coloured
plates, a toothpick flag or a sticker. Anything to remind you
what dishes are GF and what are not.
5. Use different cutting boards and rolling pins when
handling gluten-containing foods. Wooden cutting boards
and wooden rolling pins tend to hold onto gluten in the small
grooves, even after being washed. Despite thoroughly cleaning the wooden pins or cutting boards, there’s a high risk of
cross-contamination.

6. Clean all cooking utensils thoroughly - pots, pans, cutlery, countertops - everything. If using the same cooking
utensils for gluten-containing foods and GF foods - wash
them thoroughly to ensure they’re clean and free of any gluten particles. Soap and water will do the trick!
7. Use different utensils for GF items. If you or the host uses
the same spatula from the gluten cake to frost the GF cake it
is likely to be contaminated.
8. If food is passed around at the table suggest passing
around the GF dishes first. The more people who
dig in before you, the higher the risk for cross contamination.
9. Prepare your plate first, wrap it and set it aside until dinner time. Try gathering some GF foods and make yourself a
dish ahead of time, wrap it and place it in the refrigerator until
the dinner is ready. This way you don’t risk cross contamination.
10. The best tip to avoid cross-contamination? If attending a
gathering, bring your own GF dish and only eat that. This
is the best possible way to ensure you avoid any cross-contamination.

We’re all about
those oats!
Sure, oats are a great free-from ingredient. That’s a given.
We’d rather talk about what they’re full of though.
Pick up a pack of our Flatbreads and Oat Cookies and you’re not just
getting naturally great tasting, versatile goodness to keep handy in your
snack cupboard… they’re a source of fibre, contain a whole host of vitamins
and minerals and give you a nice sustained release of energy too.
Yep, oats are something of an all-rounder. It’s no wonder we’ve
been baking them into delicious gluten free products here in
Scotland for over 120 years.

Win! It’s a Nairn’s giveaway…
You could be the proud winner of a hamper full of Nairn’s
goodies and gorgeous earrings by simply visiting
nairns-oatcakes.com/CCA
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OH NUTS!
Some confusion about nuts
There has been a lot of confusion
about the safety of nuts and nut products! The CCA has done a major survey of nuts and nut products sold online and in retail stores in Canada. We
examined the ingredient lists, precautionary statements (e.g., may contain
“x”, made in a facility that processes
“x”, made on shared equipment with
“x”) and whether the products had a
GF claim or GF certification symbol of
over 450 products from 45 companies. This valuable information along
with further research and dialogue
with food manufacturers and other
key stakeholders assisted the CCA in
developing guidelines. The CCA will be sharing this survey with individuals as well as Health Canada in the future.

Manufacturing Practices.” When precautionary statements are used, they
must, like all labelling statements, be
truthful, clear and not ambiguous.
Unfortunately, there is still great variation on the criteria used to decide
whether products of concern should
contain a precautionary statement. As
such there needs to be more research
and advocacy to guide criteria for the
use of precautionary statements on
food labels so that consumers with gluten-related disorders or allergies have
confidence in choosing safe foods.
CCA Resource: CCA’s Labelling Guide
-https://www.celiac.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2020/11/CCA-Labelling-Document-w-ref-Feb-202020-FINAL.pdf

Unlike lentils and oats which are frequently cross contaminated with gluten-containing grains during seeding,
harvest, transportation and milling; nuts do not pose the
same risk level. Nuts are not typically grown in areas or in
rotation with gluten-containing grains.

Follow these practices:
• Look at the label to see if there’s any gluten-containing
ingredients listed (wheat, barley, rye, regular oats).
• If gluten-containing ingredients are NOT listed on the
label, they are considered safe to consume, even without
a GF claim.
• However, if gluten-containing ingredients ARE listed in
the ingredients list or in a precautionary statement, they
should be avoided.
• Be extra cautious of nuts with added seasonings or
flavorings as these may include gluten-containing ingredients or have a precautionary statement for gluten-containing ingredients.

Thousands of foods, including nuts and nut products may
be produced in dedicated GF facilities or shared production facilities with items containing gluten ingredients.
Food manufacturers are required to identify allergen/gluten-related risks and implement preventive control measures for prepackaged foods sold in Canada. Precautionary statements are voluntary and are meant to inform the
consumer about a potential source of an allergen. The
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) states: “A cross
contamination statement is a declaration on the label of a
prepackaged product that alerts consumers of the possible presence of an allergen in the food. Cross contamination statements may be declared by food manufacturers
when despite all reasonable measures there is the unintended presence of food allergens in the food. Cross
contamination statements are not a substitute for Good

Bottom line: Always read the labels to ensure nuts and
nut products do not include gluten ingredients in the
ingredient list or in a precautionary statement for gluten
ingredients. Also, nuts and nut products with a GF certification or GF claim can provide an added level of confidence as the product must meet Health Canada’s GF
requirements to be under 20 ppm. CCA Resource: Search
our GFCP Product Finder: https://www.celiac.ca/living-GF/
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SPICING IT UP

Spices and seasonings are common to include in holiday recipes. Plain spices and seasonings like cinnamon,
nutmeg, and ginger are naturally gluten free. However, it is always important to read the labels to ensure
the spices are safe and free of any gluten-containing
ingredients before consuming. If gluten is present it
must be declared on the label. First, look at the ingredients list, then the “Contain” or “May contains” state-

ments. For seasoning mixes, some contain wheat flour,
wheat starch or wheat crumbs. Your host may not have
thought to read the ingredients, since spices and seasonings aren’t the most obvious sources of gluten so
it’s always important to double check with your host.
CCA Resource: For more information check out the food
labelling guidelines on CCAs website: https://www.celiac.
ca/living-GF/food-labelling/

Kissing under the mistletoe:
a peck of expert advice
While many of us will be swapping elbow bumps and high fives from a distance with friends and more distant
relatives thanks to COVID, there will
be people in your life who fall into your
immediate circle and will want to know
if they can kiss you!
Dr. Jocelyn Siverster, MD, PhD, transplanted Canadian director of research
for the celiac disease program at Boston Children’s Hospital and an assistant professor of pediatrics at Harvard
Medical School has explained, “Although the amount of
gluten transferred through kissing may vary, it is unlikely
to be a significant amount. Parts per million is a concentration, so there is more gluten in a 3 oz (90 g) slice of cake

with 5 ppm gluten than a teaspoon (5
mL) of saliva with 50 ppm gluten. Therefore, it is safe to say that it is unlikely
that kissing results in significant gluten
exposure for most individuals.”
Studies have compared kisses and it
has been proven that a “grandmother
type” kiss would not be of concern.
Whereas a “romantic” or “passionate”
kiss MAY provide some gluten transfer.
In this case, ask your partner to brush
their teeth and wash their hands after consuming gluten to prevent the possibility of gluten
transfer. Although the risk is low, it allows peace of mind
and for both of you to remain safe and healthy this holiday
season!
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RAISING A GLASS?
Alcohol is a common question among
the GF community as not all alcohol is
gluten free. We want to provide you
with some tips to ensure your festive
drink(s) are safe. Manufacturers (except beer) must state the presence of
gluten on the product label. It can be
declared within the ingredient list or, if
no ingredient list is provided, it must
be stated within a “Contains” statement.
Distilled alcohols are safe for people with celiac disease. When distilled, the gluten protein from the
gluten-containing grains cannot be
passed through and the final product does not contain gluten. Types of
distilled alcohol: rum, rye, gin, tequila,
and vodka.
Wine is naturally gluten free and safe
for people with celiac disease.
Pre-mixed drinks are made with vodka
or gin are safe while other malt-based
mixed drinks are not. Some beverages may also have added flavors. For
mixed drinks, it’s important to be cau-

tious and read the label carefully as
the GF version can look very similar
to the gluten-containing version. Typically, it will state it on the front of the
label. As always, when in doubt, go
without!
A Bit About Beer: GF beer is made
from GF grains such as millet, sorghum, buckwheat, amaranth, rice or
quinoa. When made from a GF grain,
these beers are permitted to state
‘GF’ on the label. Note: Gluten-reduced beers are NOT the same as
GF beers. It is important when you
are choosing a beer product, you
choose one with a GF claim to ensure
it is safe for consumption for people
with celiac disease. By the end of
2022, regular beers will soon have
to list ingredients on their labels.
CCA Resource: For more information
on alcohol and gluten check out the
resource on CCA website: https://
www.celiac.ca/living-gluten-free/
food-labelling/alcohol-and-labelling-in-canada/

Baking gluten free
Baking is very different
when you don’t have
gluten to help bind
ingredients together

We recently asked a professional
baker Gabriella Caruso for some tips
and her favourite go-to gluten-free
flours to make your new favourite
recipes.
Click here to learn more
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With you all the way
25% of Canadians say their mental health is worse than
in the first coronavirus wave: poll

CCA’S CLIENT AND PEER SUPPORT HELP DESK

MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS RESOURCES

From now until December 31, the CCA help desk will be
monitored three times daily (morning, afternoons and evenings) by trained CCA Peer Supporters along with CCA dietetic staff.

We have compiled a host of CCA articles and webinars
from wellness and medical experts to help you develop coping skills and learn about additional resources.
Click here to access.

This has been made possible by donor support. We know
that for people who are newly-diagnosed or food at risk
they may be struggling more with isolation and transitioning to the diet or with their overall health.

CCA FACEBOOK ONLINE COMMUNITY

Phone: 905-507-6208 ext. 224 or Toll Free 1.800.363.7296

The community is here for you. Join our CCA staff moderated 14,000 + Facebook gluten-free community for a
supportive ear, helpful tips, and suggestions for getting
through the holidays. Click here to join
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CCA launches new community-based initiative in support of people who
are food insecure and need gluten-free: SAVE ME FOR GLUTEN-FREE

IT’S EASY TO HELP!
Step 1: Download and print our ‘SAVE ME FOR GLUTEN FREE” decals. Get here.
Step 2: Purchase non-perishable
gluten-free food items from your
local or online grocery retailer.
Look for foods that carry the CCA
Gluten-free Certification Program
mark.
Step 3: Put your donations in a grocery paper bag
and securely tape the decal onto the outside of
the bag.

Step 4: Take to your local food bank or put in your
grocery retailer collection bin.
SHARE! Snap a photo of your labelled bag or
purchases and share on social using hashtag
#SaveMe4GlutenFree and tag @CCAceliac so we
can thank you for your advocacy efforts to raise
awareness.
FOOD INSECURE?
Check out our online resources for a list of food
banks across Canada who offer gluten-free food
and tips on how to self-advocate and get access to
safe gluten-free food here.
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The ultimate
CELIAC WISH LIST

Are you not sure what to give your loved one who has just been newly diagnosed with celiac disease? We have
you covered with these awesome gift suggestions that everyone is sure to love and appreciate!
1. Books – There are a number of great books to help people learn about celiac disease, transition to the diet and just
empower their well-being. We’ve offered a small selection
of them on Holiday Guide web page. Click here for more.
2. Toaster – Dedicated to GF foods only. The CCA still
suggests a separate gluten-free toaster dedicated to GF
items only. This is because toasters can be difficult to
clean, and gluten-containing crumbs can get stuck in the
small crevices and contaminate your GF bread.
3. Kitchen essentials – People with celiac disease should
have their own cooking board and butter dish to ensure no
cross contamination occurs. There are some great colours
now available in measuring spoons, cutting boards and more.
4. GF cookbooks – You can’t go wrong with a GF cookbook
full of delicious recipes to make cooking a bit less stressful.

5. GF baking items – bread loaf pain, muffin tin, cookie sheets paired with GF all-purpose flour to make the
delicious cookies we have provided on the next page.
6. Lunch box or bag – Let’s face it, a lunch box or bag is
essential for someone with celiac disease. They’ll more
than likely be bringing a lot of their own food almost everywhere they go and there are so many fun and fabulous
designs available.
7. A bottle of wine – (for those who are of age!) Wine is
a GF alcoholic beverage that can be enjoyed during the
holidays. Plus, it makes a lovely gift!
8. The hot gift this year will be an Air Fryer! Since many
celiacs can’t have fried food when dining out, they can
have restaurant-like quality wings, fries and more with
half the fat and all the taste!

Check out our website for more shopping leads, tips, seasonal recipes and ingredient swaps!
www.celiac.ca/holiday_guide

G F T R E AT S W O R T H S H A R I N G

Some delicious GF cookie recipes that are perfect to bake and decorate
with the kids. They're also a great treat to bring to any holiday gathering
or get together! Click on the pictures below to get the full recipes.

Softcut-out sugar cookies

Gingerbread cookies

Christmas crack

No bake chocolate pretzel bites

Sugar blossom cookies

Gingersnap cookies

Kwanzaa carmelized Jamaican rum
and pineapple dessert

Hanukka tahini
almond cookies

Chocolate peanut butter
Christmas trees

Who doesn’t

Love a bit of choice.

Maybe you’re set on wowing your dinner party guests with an
irresistible array of appetizers… or maybe it’s ‘just’ lunch. Whatever the
case, we’ve got the perfect base for you to use to make it a memorable
moment. Go all out and get creative with our flatbreads
– the combinations are truly endless!

baked in scotland

Gluten free

Jumbo Shrimp Flatbreads
Ingredients:

Method:

Base:

In a small bowl, add all the sauce ingredients
and whisk together until fully combined
and smooth.

• 6 cooked and peeled jumbo shrimps

• 1/4 iceberg lettuce
• 1/4 cucumber, skin and seeds removed
and cut into small dice
• 3 cherry tomatoes cut into quarters
• Chives chopped (for garnish)
• Rosemary & Sea Salt, and Caramelised
Onion Flatbreads (for serving)
For the Marie Rose sauce:

Break the lettuce into small pieces and place
one piece on each flatbread. Top with a
jumbo shrimp.
Scatter the diced cucumber around and over
the jumbo shrimp, followed by the chives and
Marie Rose sauce.
Finally, top each flatbread with 3 pieces of
cherry tomato.

• 3 tbsp mayonnaise
• 1 tbsp ketchup
• 1 pinch paprika
• 1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
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